Abstract
Introduction
Sensors are a critical component of an AMR. Sensors' performance and the way sensors are utilized can greatly affect the performance of an AMR. Many Traditionally, sensors are painstakingly characterized and studied to find the proper thresholds and use of the sensors. Although it is time consuming, this method has worked well in many applications. The problem arises when there are many sensors. In order to guarantee the same performance for the new sensor, every new sensor had to he characterized, since different sensors can have different characteristics. The problem are further compounded in the cases where the sensors are being added to not just one AMR but multiple AMRs and, even worse, multiple AMRs of different types. When high precision sensors are used, the need for constant characterization of sensors can be reduced. The problem with this option is that the cost of the AMR increases.
Even if high precision sensors are used, sensor's performance and characteristics are greatly effected by how the sensor is physically implemented on an AMR.
For example, an infra-red proximity sensor's performance is greatly effected by the orientation of the sensor on the AMR's platform. The variations are caused by different angles with respect to the environment and interference ffom other physical parts of the AMR causing partial reflections and partial blockage. Now imagine fzying to create a sensory driver layer for a complex sensor suite of an AMR. AMR programmers have spent many tedious hours "tweaking" the sensor parameters of a given AMR to get the AMR working properly. Although tedious and time consuming, it has worked well for many programmers. The problem with this method is that the programmer was constantly "tweaking" sensor parameters. AMRs tend to encounter ''wall'' type scenarios more frequently and it is more important to be able to recognize different orientations of the ''wall" than a small obstacle. Hence, over half, 33 to be exact, are "wall"
Wall Let Far scenarios.
In fact the remaining scenarios (comers and dead ends) can also be classified as "walls," putting majority of the scenarios in the "wall" category. All the "wall" scenario names start with W. 30 out of 33 wall'' scenarios are to the left and right of the AMR with the other three in the front. All ''wall" scenarios were created using a "wall" 24 inches in length. WR represents a wall that is parallel to the axis line running from the front to 3 
Scenarios
The sensory driver layer is made UP of60 unique the back of the AMR. 15 and 30 degrees represent the scenarios. Scenarios are highly structured environmental angle of the '%all" with respect to WR and WL. The situations presented to the AMR during the sensoly driver distance represented by "close," 'bo-1," and "fay for layer learning process. Each scenario was chosen for its the ''walls" are nine, 11, and 13 inches, lespectively, from uniqueness and for the likelihood of an the center of the AMR. An example of a wall scenario encountering the scenario during operation. This paper (Wall Front Left 30 degrees Far) is shown in Figure 1 .
"Comers" are implemented using two 12 inch walls. They are placed at 90 degrees respect to each other to create a comer, as shown in Figure 2 . Each of the walls making the comer is placed 11 inches away from the center of the AMR. The direction represents the position of the comer of the walls respect to the AMR, as shown in Figure 2 (Comer Back Left). The f m l category of scenarios is DF and DB. In the case of DF, three 12 inch walls are used to surround the front of the AMR to create a "dead end."
There are enough variations in the given set of scenarios to represent most of the real world environment that an AMR might face. Furthermore, from this basic set of 60 scenarios, more complex scenarios can be created by "merging" two or more scenarios together. For each scenario, the appropriate environment is created according to the specifications of the scenarios as described in the previous section. The AMR is programmed to ask for a scenario and then the scenario is presented to the AMR. The AMR takes a complete reading of all the sensor ports and creates a template for the given scenario. This process is repeated for every scenario in the list. For this experiment, a human helper laid out the scenarios for the AMR. Future implementations will incorporate an automatic environment controlled by the AMR to lay out the environment for each scenario.
In order to create the templates, six different readings are ma& for the same scenario. Then for each sensor port, the highest and the lowest values are dropped and the four remaining readings are averaged to create each scenario template. This filtering process was implemented to minimize the environmental noise error, sensor fluctuations, etc.
Once the scenario templates are complete, templates could be used to fmd the closest match for any new scenario that the AMR might encounter. The best match was found using a modified Euclidean distance. For example, AMR would take a sensor sweep of all it sensors and then find the modified Euclidean distance of the new scenario with respect to all of the scenarios in the sensory driver layer. The scenario with the smallest distance is then selected as the match. The modified Euclidean distance is given in Equation 1, where N = number of sensors; n = sensor number; X = database of template values; Y = new sensor readings to be matched.
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Analysis of the Sensory Driver Layer
Once the scenario templates were created, series of experiments were performed to test the performance and usability of the sensory driver layer.
Recognition of the Original Scenarios
The AMR was given the same set of scenarios to see if it could properly identify the scenarios that it leamed. In order to analyze the data, a Table 2 , the shaded fKst cell represents the match between NullTemp and NullTemp with a value of three. The next smallest value in the row is 39, represeuting the MED between NullTemp and B (object to the Back). Although 39 is an order of magnitude larger than the matchmg value of three, 39 is relatively smaller because B is a small object relatively far away from the AMR Consequently, the AMR makes a smaller distinction between NullTemp and B than between NullTemp and BC (object to the Back Close). To observe how a malfunctioning sensor would affect the performance of the sensory driver layer, one of the sensors was disabled from getting any readings. IRDFML, a "front leW sensor shown in Figure 3 , was disabled and the previous experiment described in section 5.1 was repeated. The partial results are found in Table 3 .
The experiment resulted in 15 misidentifications out of 60.
Upon closer analysis, one can observe that the 15 misidentifications are not random; instead, they are related closely to the correct scenario. For example, two of the misidentifications are shown in Table 3 . First, FC (object to the close front) is incorrectly identified as F (object to the front). Although the distance of the object was wrong ("normal" distance rather than "close" distance), the sensory driver layer correctly identified the direction of the object ("front").
Complete analysis shows that most of the errors occur while ttymg to identify different types of "walls." This is a consequence of the fact that as discussed in section 3, "wall" scenarios consist of "walls" shifted two inches from each other and rotated 15 degrees from each other. These "wall" scenarios that physically differ from each other in small variations canse the sensory driver layer to make mistakes. However, these mistakes are expected due to a malfonctioning sensor. It should be noted that the mistakes are closely related to the correct scenarios, demonstrating the flexibility of the sensory driver layer. Other errors include wall being mistaken for an object, a wall being shifted at an angle, etc. But in all cases, relative direction of the obstacle is consistent. To take the analysis M e r , a second sensor was disabled in addition to the sensor disabled in section 5.2. The second sensor was chosen form the same quadrant of the fmt sensor and from one of the primary axis sensors (sensor located in the front, left, right, and back). The second sensor chosen was the left sensor, lRDL shown in Figure 3 . Again the experiment performed in sections 5.1 and 5.2 was repeated. The partial results are given in Table 4 . With two sensors disabled, this experiment resulted in 20 errors, five more than with just one sensor disabled. Analysis of the data showed similar results with the experiment with one sensor disabled, discussed in section 5.2. Majority of the misidentifications made errors in distance and the "wall" scenarios. In comparing Table 4 (MED data of two sensors disabled) with Table 3 (MED data of one sensor disabled), mistakes were made in direction of the object as well. This is different from the one sensor disabled case, in which direction was pretty consistent. Results in the complete table show further degradation in the performance of the sensory driver layer, due to two sensor malfunction. 
Sensor Template Mapping for Objects and Walls
Thus far in the proceeding sections, namely5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, sensory driver layer was tested with scenarios identical to the scenarios used during the learning process. The next few experiments test the sensory driver layer with scenarios Werent from the scenarios used during the learning process. The fust of these experiments creates a sensor template map covering fiont half of the AMR. The sensor template map was created by placing a 5 X x 5 !4 inch block in different locations within a 180 degree region about the AMR. The block was placed every inch starting from seven inches to 24 inches in a line pointing radially out fiom the center of the AMR. This was done for every 10 degrees for the 180 degree region around the front of the AMR.
The scenario map from the experiment is presented in Figure 4 . From this plot, one can observe that the region surrounding the original location of a scenario is also identified as the same scenario. For example, gray dots in Figure 4 represents "object to the fionf" (F). Original location of the F scenario is directly in h u t of the AMR 18 inches away from the center of the AMR. Notice that many other dots in the region also share the same classification of F. These groupings of regions around the original location of the scenarios indicate that similar scenarios will be properly identified as intended.
One will notice that not all measurements extend out the same distance. The lack of a plot represents the distance at which tbe sensory driver layer started identifymg a NullTemp, an empty environment. The differences in this and in other characteristics are due to inherent differences in the sensor and/or their alignment. Figure 5 , the consistent transition from one scenario to the next. Figure 5 shows that the wall was classified as "wall front right 30 degrees," "wall front right 15 degrees," ''wall right," "wall back right 15 degrees," and "wall back right 30 degrees" as the wall is rotated around the AMR
The results presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the adaptability of the sensory driver layer to properly identify untrained scenarios by fmdhg the nearest trained scenario.
Object Morphing
The scenario mapping experiment showed the effects of varying the location of objects throughout the region. This section presents experiments that vary the shapes and sizes of the objects. In the fmt experiment a block (5 !4 x 5 !4 inch), used as an obstacle during the learning procedure, was lengthened by two inch increments to observe at what length the object would start to be recognized as a ''wall.'' Figure 6 presents a graphical result of the experiment. The objects were placed 11 inches from the center of the AMR. The object was identified as an obstacle from 5 !4 inches in length toll !4 inches, as a ''wall far away" from 13 ! 4 inches to I9 % inches, and as a "wall" from 21 !4 inches to 27 !4 inches. The dimensions of the objects used during the learning process for an obstacle was 5 % inches, while a wall was 28 inches in length. The sensory driver layer identified the object as a wall starting at 13 % inches. l3stance in inches Figure 7 The plot of bending a wall into a comer by 10 degree increments.
In the second experiment, a wall was bent ten degrees at a time into a comer. The results shown in Figure 7 shows that the transition from "wall right," '%all right close," and "comer right" is consistent and smooth.
These object morphing experiments show that the sensory driver layer can deal with objects of different shapes and sizes. The object mapping and object morphing experiments demonstrate that the sensory driver layer based on the AEDEC architecture is highly robust and highly adaptable to different environmental scenarios, even for the untrained scenarios. AMR with one bad sensor relearned the 60 scenarios.
Then it was tested, as described in section 5.1, to see if any improvements could be made on the 15 errors it had before the retraining. It passed with flying colors, improving from 15 errors to none. It properly identified all 60. This process was extended to the case where two sensors were bad, which previously resulted in 20 out of 60 errors. Even with two bad sensors, it properly identified all 60 scenarios after repeating the learning process. Partial results are given in Table 5. 7 Real-time Self Correcting Sensory Driver Layer
In section 6, sensory driver layer easily adapted to the malfunctioning sensors by relearning the sensory driver layer with the malfunctioning sensors. Although it is a simple and efficient method, it does require a relearning process. If an AMR can detect and compensate for a malfunctioning sensor in real-time it would be that much more useful. A closer comparison of the new sensory driver layer to the original resulted in a surprising but an obvious result. The new drivers were almost identical to the old, with the exception of the malfunctioning sensors. The net effect of the relearning process was equivalent to just dropping the malfunctioning sensor from the input sensor vector and dropping the malfunctioning sensor's component from each of the previously learned scenarios. Detection of a malfunctioning sensor is surprisingly easy. During the initial boot up procedure, an AMR can make sensor readings and compare against its scenarios and just disable any sensor with improper readings.
As long as an AMR can detect a malfunctioning sensor, it can ignore that sensor reading and also ignore the MED generated by the offending sensor respect to each of'the scenarios. In effect, adapting the sensory driver layer in real-time to malfunctioning sensor or sensors. 8 
Conclusion
This paper outlines a methodology of autonomously creating a sensory driver layer using a scenario based approach. The supporting analysis demonstrated that the resulting drivers are robust and adaptable. It has been shown that the resulting sensory driver has real-time discrete error detection and correction capabilities. 'Without any human intervention, a robust sensory driver is created through sensor fusion. It presents an alternative to explicitly creating a sensor fusion architecture. ' " "~
